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FOUR AIMS

I take as my starting point four requirements or European hilher

education between now and the year 2000, already well - defined in other
A

paper,' prepared for this conference:

1. the need to resolve the: conflict between 'social demand' and

'expenditure driven' approaches to higher education, if mass

higher education in Europe is to be achieved: catering for

more students with less money, without lowering standards;

2. the need for 'education permanente', both to cope with rapid

technological change and increased leisure and/or unekployment.;

3. the need for even closer links between industry, public services,

and higher education, especially.in the field of information

technology, if for no other reason than to justify continued

public support for this sector of education;

4. the need to infuse new new talent into what is becoming a very

static academic manpower.

['hc question then is:

Can informatics enable these aims to be achieved through the it

contribution to teaching and learning;

WHAI AJAE INFOR1:1ATICA

1 believe that there is an outside chance that they cell. Indce(i,

without the use of ncw information technology, I think there is HUI,'

chance of the four aims being achieved.

Je-1.1., what arc informatics: I will leave it to the Academie

Franiaise to worry about whether It's good French, but it's crlainly

rotti.in Lulish. I therefore intend from this point to abaue,m the

ten:. and talk about new 'uuuuunications technologies, because that is

what it's all about. NE are talking about a range of technologies
';.!Ned around microprncessing and optics. mote that "computing" is a

-,i.;leadin ter :t: in this context, sine( Lt is only out: 0C a rank of fun('ti,):t .

that can be irlidled by thwie technnloOcs.



DISTANCE EDUCATION AND INEMDENT LEARN/NC

rew communications technologies will accelerate the move to distance

education, and independunt learning, and it is through this route that

tits best chances lie of meeting the four aims. indeed, whereas distance

education is now seen as rather a fringe activity in higher education,

Itelieve that it is inuvitable that it will become,the maiA weans by

which teaching at a %igher education level is carried out, if not by the

year 2000 then soon afterwards. There are several reasons for this

inevitability:

1. Distartre education can handle greater numbers of higher education

students more cost-effectively than conventional higher education.

The cost structure of higher education by the twoPmethods can

be represented in simplified terms by the following graph:
Z.

Costs
.onventional institutions

,student nos.,

nce education institutions

2. Distance education is a more convenient way of learning. :Ancients

can study at times and places which best suit them.

3. The need for contiruing education throughout life means that for

many people, study and work must run in parallel.

4. i.ew technology enables most - but not all - of thy: functions of

face-to-face tuition to be done j:11 as well - and often iuttcr -

at distonee.

:ew technolou will make it rciz:tively easy for inWviduni

teachers to design and present distance teachint; in a petmonal



and direct manner.

eistonce educatice-,.particularly for full-time undergraduate ,students,.

with no previous experience of studying at a higher education level, will

not replace altos ether the need for campus-based activities. Che !social

role of universities for the 18 - 21 age-range will still remain important,

as will the need to provide research facilities. However, even for these

peoeie, one can foresee a mixture of distance and campus-based

activities.

eee .1LL NEW 1:W11',UeICAT1011S TECHNOLOGIES HELP?

1
could give many examples of ho' different technologies can help

;:rscilitate the trend to distance education or to the achievement of time

.tour aims outlined earlicri2lbut J will. choose just four examples from

technoloey that is already available today:

I. Comnuter conferencing. Using a cheap home micro-computer and a

word-processing package .costing around 00, a student can type up essay:,

or leave messages or queries for the tutor. The information can be batched

:Ind sent down the telephone line in a burst (to save line costs) to be

dumped on a main-frame computer. The tutor can call up all the essays

one by one fro, the mainframe on his own micro, mark them and add comments

or further work,.and using a secure code-word, enter the grades against

the students' files. If the tutor wishes, all students can access each

other's essays and comments., Students can comment back to the tutor, or

with each other, either before or after preparing their assignment.

"Conversations" via the key -hoard can be had in real time via the computer,

or messages or queries left by students or tutors to be "collected" when

convenient. o coldputer skills arc required - just a list of codes to

identify students and tutors, and commands to choose functions. Clic

:sof.tware which provides this facility can be boui;ht "off -the -shy 1I."

for Th0)00, and can handle up to 200 simultaneous connect Ions, dependvnt

main-franc capabilities.

,

1. I:able television
4
;Ind video-caNsettes. Tnere are several Ii"p

fcatuv!, or ciihk Iv And VI (0ras:,(2t.te.., which dito.ins;uish 111011 Nom

wIlich hold promisv t,r Iii cdnealion:

i. Cable FY 13 local. eachim; Jiaterials can be deliverf:d

off-campus to students within reason able travel liu1

distance to the institution, thus eombinine the flexibility



of home or work-based study with less frequent but perhaps

esseltiol visits to the campus.
2

?..:able distribution will stimulate increased recruitment to

the institution's courses

the rapidly growing home ownership of video-cassette recorders

iaeons that the disadvantages of broadcasts - their ephemerality,

their lack of integrated study activities, the need to be in

a fixed place at a fixed time - can be avoided.

iv. .Video can provide unique learning resources in the students'

homes not easily available even on campus: rare experiments,

field visits, case-studies, manufacturing processes, etc.

v. Production costs can be far less for cable TV or video than

for broadcast production, particularly if production facilities

already exist on campus.

vi. Materials can be shared - or %;.o-pluuuced.- between different

institutiOns, and distributed between cable systems via

satellite links, on a European or even world-wide basis.

the extent La which cable will be helpful will vary from country

Lo country, as will video-cassettes, because of different rates ut growth

do-lestic availability, but between t hem, cable and video-cas:.ette

di!:tribution allow for very low cost distribution of educational materials.

.3. Computer-based audio-o'aphic systems. .;oon it will be possibi,

to use stanclard, low-cost micro-computers to design teachiag material,

combtac graphics with the teacher's voice, without n: army

Lollpute prorzwmin, prototype of this kiwi of
(Veotually

;!ten in u,e. it. the upen Lnivorsity for over three yeat:;. It will/

(t,niNt or a standard wicro-computet, a stereo-cassette recorder, a

1 i.0t-pen, and a software package in the form of a c hip. This will elmhle

a tt:;icher to dri.:w (iia4raws in colour on the 0/ screen, using the liy,ht

!..ple up :me' Lzoic word: usinv, the micro keyboard, edit frames v1.1

th( co,,.pulcr a vitnll of comiNand,, and provide his or nPt own

Nynclir,nis,..0 with the ),ro;.hiuN via StCro as%%0.1( rec,)rdel.

he vit:eo pictures ar converted inty sound sials by the glicro-computtr,
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and can then be stored on the second track of the audio- cassette, for use

in an independent learning mode. Alternatively, the system can be used

in real time for distance tutoring. because the video pictures have,

been convertdg to sound signals, these can be sent down a standard tele-

phone line and decoded back into graphics on a fV screen at the other

end. Using standard telephone conferencing facilities, and two lines,

one for sound and one for the graphics, a teacher can run a tutorial with

up to six distant students. ,
Each student and teacher can see or alter

what is on the screen and hear each other. The Open University version

this system, called CYCLOPS, has been running successfully in the

distance teaching mode in 18 centres for three years, and the independent

study mode has also been successfully piloted in schools.! It is not clear

exactly what system will become common, but the key point is that teachers

can create their own audio-visual materials, using their natural (rather t

than synthesised) voice, without the need for computer programminu skills

(although some practice and training is desirable).

4. Inter-Active Video-Discs. Computer-controlled video-discs allow

for a combination of computer-assisted learning with full visual repre-

entation of 57000 still frames, 35 minutes .of continuous video, or a

combination of stills and movement. We are still learning :about the teachinp,

20:_enlial of this technology, but already it is clear that it enablts

individual students to learn complex and high-level skills - including tht

develop went of expert procedures - independently. However, it will he a

c.msiderable tim( before video-discs are in widespread use in homes, and

there appears to he nigh development costs associated with the Vroduct ion

)1 interactive videodisc material. In this ease, considerable computer

f:Ipertise and h:,411-quality television technical stawiaids are requit,.(:.

,i1 r. %,4,1)1A

1 have described four high-tech systems. however, the most impor-

tant teaching innovation at the (pen University has been the audio-

cassette. this year over 500,000 ca.;settes are being sent to 01 students.

';asettes are not used to deliver lectures, but in combination with

Printed material to talk through diagrams, tables or problems, or fur

vialysis of meetings, classroom interaction or complex arguments.

AcruleJlics find it easy to design integrated audio-print matt rials, and

;1.udents like this fore of learnim;, which allows them to carry out

pc:livities and feed-back. Onehoor of audio-cassette material,



equivalent to three hours of study with print accompaniment tan be

delivered to students for a cost of, 50 pence.

Some of you may be surprised that in my, list of high-tech develop-

ments, I did not list computer-assisted learning. This will become

increasingly important, but it will not be the panacea some people seem

tai expect. At the moment, the range of teaching functions for which CaL

is nppropri;Ite is limited, and while this will increase with the develop-

'dent of courapware based on principles derived from artificial intelligence,

tl,cre are wile inherent problems which are likely to limit its applications.

rift. main problem is the need to work through some form of authoring

language which can convert what the teacher wants to do into terms suitable

for the computer. However sophisticated the programme, there will

inevitably be restrictions on what the teacher and student can do. Further-

more, the cost of CAL courseware development remains high abbut 100

hours of development time for every hour of student use. while these costs

should come down with more sophisticated authoring lan3uages makingrit

easier fqr teachers to write matethis for CAL, this technology seems to

lack the flexibility of some of the other systems. The power and fl(xibility

triatirof the/ ivoce and the richness of video's presentational form both

hiOlight some of the inherent limitations of CAL. chat is why i beticvv

the communications capacity of micro-processor technology to he the teally

significant development.

The_power of audio-cassettes and the limitations of CAL both under-

line the fact that there is no single 'super-medium' that can handle all

the range of teaching tasks. A multi-media approach it essential in

distance education at least, and probably in campus-based education also.

ndeed, it always has been, since the invention of the printing press.

significaht point today is that the ,range of media now available has

suddenly increased, making the choice of media and the identification

of the different tasks that are best done by different media an tsseutial

dedagogical task.

Thus I see the role of the instructional designer who is faihiliar

with the stretu.,t11:, aad weaknesses of a wide roNje of media and who can

advi5e and help train subject specialists in using media bccomifti

crucial. rit4ero are arguments about the ways in which sueh

trivice and training should be provided, but the recent tendency in

hither education establishments 6i uto5.H.117. down educational
c MV 4e.

technology centres when faced with financial cuts is clearly in tilt

wron; eirection.

8
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TWO '01)E1,'S OF DliiTANCL EACATION

A major obstacle to the development of distance education has. been

th need to set up large specialist institutions with high starting costs,

such -s the r,ritish or Dutch'Open Uni'ersities and Fernuniversitat.

However, the new technological developments I have outlined, and in

particular the communications possibilities of computer technology,

now offer tha possibility of an alternative model to the large, centralised

specialist system, requiring` sophisticated learning packages designed by

lar-;e course teams.

New communications technology, with its easy access and "transparency"

in its ease of use by teachers, allows for the development'of low-cost,

local, tutor-controlled systems of distance education. This will enable

existing conventional education institutions to expand into off- campus

teaching at relatively low cost, using either on-campus staff, or more

intcrestingly, specialists from industry or the public sector. rite role

of the institution would therefore be to provide a communications system

allowing for a combination of off-campus and on-campus teaching, into

which students, other agencies involved with education and training, and

ou-campus staff can plug.

CUNDITIUN.;;: INSTITUFION AS A BARRIER TU INNOVATioN

It is important to understand that the technology is not the problem.

;'he technology needed to achieve the four as outlined at the beginnlni;

is here now, and will get increasingly easier to use. rite main barrier

is the inability of large its to carry through the rundament.l

changes in organisation, financial arrangements and teaching strateOcs

that are es-ential if flexible off-campus teaching is to be achieved.

A coherent financial system which accepts off-campus teaching as an

essential cost, and the tbili ty to vire costs between these sectors is

a prerequstte. fhere is a need for a major training programme on lhe

:ielection and use of new communications technoloOes for existinp, ac.adQmic

and administrative staff, who also need to underbtand these tt.chnoloJvs.

Ihic does not mean courses in computer programming but on the functions

of the various technologies, their costs, and organisational requirements.

There is a need to protect and expand instructional design services within

:nstitutions, and finally a need to integrate administrative and teachin.,,,

co!nouting systems, so that all the communications regarding fees, enrolsrlent,

examinations, and teaching can be handled by the same system.



The major kroblem is that all this has to be done during 4 'period

when there will be less money available than at present. this. means then

c;:zinging priorities and current, _frankly inefficient on-campus teaching

peacti.;es, to release reources for new developments, and truth greater use

of "off-the shelf" software and courseware. if all this seems Impossible,

It :,::lutary to reglember that the woOd's second largest computer (!ompany'

receivcs. 40i" of its income in the U...A. from sales to education.- univers.Wes

la particular have strong leverage here, if they can only organise themselves.

The potential then is limitless. What is required is the will and

determination to change.
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